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Summary
There is an urgent need for school leaders to go beyond “top-down” supervision and coach educators
to succeed. Use this comprehensive resource to design and implement an effective, school-wide
coaching system that yields powerful results. Aligned with the International Coach Federation’s
Professional Coaching Core Competencies, this revised edition demystifies the coaching process and
includes:
·
·
·
·

recent research projects, award-winning success stories and trends in the field
guidance for school leaders on developing, designing and implementing a successful coaching
program
graphic organisers and practical examples of coaching dialogue
evaluation tools for coach development

This revised edition is intended to expand the audience from administrators to principals and school
office leaders, who can also be required to observe teaching staff on a more systematic, frequent
schedule. Leadership Coaching for Educators is best used as a learning and planning guide and a
discussion and resource tool. It is not intended to be used as a training manual, but provides a
knowledge base, awareness of necessary skills and a handful of helpful tools that coaches use, as well
as tips for implementing coaching.
Supporting Resources
·
·
·
·

Coaching Conversations: Transforming Your School One Conversation at a Time (CO6262)
Opening the Door to Coaching Conversations (CO7045)
Closing the Teaching Gap: Coaching for Instructional Leaders (CO7038)
Be a CHANGEMASTER: 12 Coaching Strategies for Leading Professional and
Personal Change (CO3832)
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